
Splash in a
puddle.

'It's a grey day!'
Find as many
colours as you
can.  Which is

the most
beautiful?

Go on a silly walk.  
Use tiny steps,

fairy steps, walk
with wobbly knees,
walk like a giant,

in zig zags...

Find a patch
of mud and

make a
footprint.

Wrap yourself
up and eat your
lunch outdoors -

food always
tastes better

outside!

Go for a walk in
the rain - put up

your hood or
umbrella and
listen to the

sound.

Break the
ice on a
puddle

How many
different bird
songs can you

hear? (You don't
need to name the

bird!)

Smell the air!
What does it

make you
think of?

Catch a rain
drop or a

snow flake on
your tongue.

Find a face.  Do
the patterns on a
tree trunk look

like eyes?  What
stories would this

tree tell?

Can you spot all
the colours of the
rainbow on your
walk?  There are

seven to spot
altogether!

Go outside and
look up the
clouds...what

images can you
see? 

Can you find the
letters of your name
while you are on your

walk? Either by
spotting the letters

around you or spotting
things that begin with

that letter.

Draw with your
foot.  Make a smiley
face, a love heart, an

arrow, a flower. 
 Now try with your
other foot...is one

harder?

Note the time you
leave the house on
your walk and the
time you return. 

 How many
minutes/seconds
were you outside?

Look for the very
first signs of new
life - find buds on
trees, snowdrops
breaking through

the soil.

Spend some time
outside, when you

come back, write down
or tell someone, three
things that made you
smile while you were

out.

Stop and listen
carefully.  How
many different
sounds can you
hear?  Can you

name three
sounds?

Can you see any
animal

footprints? Who
do you think

they belong to?

Outdoors Winter Fun
Here are some easy activities to try outdoors.  You don't need any resources, can pick which

ones you do, repeat the ones you like...and have fun!


